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PRE-EQUILIBRIUM PLASMA OTNAMICS*1

Ulriril HEINZ

Physics Department, Brookhaven National laboratory, Upton, NY 11973, USA

Approaches towards understanding and describing the pre-equilibrium stage of
quark-gluon plasma formation in heavy-ion c o l l i s i o n s are reviewed.

1. IWTHXUCTICN

The concept of local thermal and chemical equilibrium in heavy-ion colli-

sions is very useful for both theorists and experimentalists because it dras-

tically economizes the description of the collision process and the interpreta-

tion of data. Theoretically, it fixes the local ncmentum distribution of the

particles in terms of usually two parameters, the local tanperature T and the

local baryon chemical potential M> which are completely r*..-. mined by specify-

ing the local energy and baryon density. It allows a ' i jue separation of in-

trinsic thermal motion and the collective flow, and lean, to a hydrodynamical

description of the space-time evolution- in terms of the densities and the local

flow vector only, rather than in terms of the full phase-spacs distribution of

the particles. Experimentally, a comparison of particle spectra with thermal

distributions provides an intuitive feeling for the "violence" of the collision

in terns of the easily grasped notions of "temperature" and "compression."

Much of our present understanding of the expected life history of a quark-

gluon plasma in nuclear collisions, its decay back into hadrons, and the traces

it leaves behind, is based on such a thermal description. Still, it is clear

from a principal point of view that local equilibrium cannot be achieved in-

stantaneously in these collisions. Due to the relativistic beam energies, many

particles will be produced, in particular if the nucleons and mesons indeed

dissolve into a giant quark soup, and their initial distribution cannot be ex-

pected to be thermal. As shown in Fig. 1, the (hopefully locally equilibrated)

quark-gluon plasma, mixed (for a first order hadronization transition), and

hadronic gas phases will be preceded by a pre-equilibrium stage, in which

additional particles are created and scatter with each other towards

equilibrium.

*)This work was supported by the U. S. Department of Energy under Contract DE-
AC02-7ECH00016.
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Figure 1. Artist's view, looked at from the center of mass, of the expected
space-tune scenarios in (a) ultrarelativistic ("transparent") nuclear colli-
sions (EonJiOOGeV/nucleon) and (b) in the stopping regime (EjjuiSGeV/nucleon).
In zeroth approximation, i.e. neglecting transverse flow in (a) and side-
splash-effects in (b). Fig. la is unchanged as one moves into the transverse
direction, and Fig. 1b is rotationally symmetric around the t-axis.

In the Figure it is (optimistically) assumed that the pre-equilibrium phase,

dominated by particle formation and collisions/equilibration, has a shorter

tine scale than the lifetime of the hot fireball before it decouples into free-

streaming particles, and in particular shorter than the plasma phase lifetime.

Hydrodynamic simulations of the expanding plasma1'2 in ultra-relativistic col-

lisions show that even for initial temperatures (energy densities) far above

the critical values the lifetime of the guark-glucn plasma phase never exceeds

about 10 fm/c. On the other hand, simple kinetic models3 predict that the

energy density does not behave hydrcdynamically, i.e., thermalization is not

completed for the average momenta, before i ~ 10 •% where T C is the mean col-

lision time (see Fig. 5). Therefore, unless T C is very nuch smaller than the

typical strong interaction time scale of 1 fm/c, thermalization of the quark-

gluon plasma before the beginning of hadronization is doubtful. Even if local

equilibrium is reached by then, the large change in energy and entropy density

across the phase transition region will almost certainly destroy at least

chemical equilibrium*, never to be reestablished before freezeout. The

strangeness5 and antibaryon11 signals for quark matter formation partially rely

on this feature.



A number o£ theoret ical concepts for a non-equilibrium dynamical description

of nuclear col l i s ions without assuming local equilibrium have been developer! in

the recent years and were put to practical use in simulating col l is ions at

Bevalac energies (100 MeV/nucleon to 1 GeV/nucleon). For a comprehensive over-

view aid references, see the review by Stocker and Greiner6 and the talk by

Aichelin at the Santa Fe meeting7. All these approaches work with hadronic de-

grees of freedom; a t rans i t ion to quark-gluon nat ter has not been implemented.

In the

• Classical Cascade Model the nucleons are assumed to move as classical par-

t i c l e s on s t ra ight l ines (the nuclear mean field and long-range two-body

interactions are neglected), unti l they collide e l a s t i ca l ly or ine las t ica l ly

according to the free nucleon-nucleon cross-section. Pauli-blocking on the

scattered nucleons is usually neglected or taken into account in a sijnpli-

fied way.

• Classical Molecular Dynamics includes long-range two-body interactions V(r),

and the pa r t i c l e s move on curved t ra jector ies which are solutions of the

Newtonian equations of motion. In this approach ine las t ic nucleon c o l l i -

sions and pa r t i c l e production are neglected. The same applies to

• Quantum Molecular Dynamics, where, however, the c lass ical par t ic les are r e -

placed by quantum wavepackets when the mean field potential governing the i r

t ra jec tor ies i s computed. This permits rewriting the mearf f ield in terms of

density dependent interactions and provides a connection to the nuclear

equation of s t a t e E(p). The advantage of the molecular dynamics approach is

that i t allows studying fluctuations and clustering, leading to fragmenta-

tion as in a real co l l i s ion .

If one does not wish to work with wavepackets, the connection to the nuclear

matter equation of s t a te is possible, if instead of a single c lass ical mole-

cular dynamics run one performs many simultaneous runs in which a l l the

par t i c les are moving in a common mean field whose density dependence is

determined by s t a t i s t i c a l l y averaging over the pa r t i c l e positions in a l l the

different runs at a given timestep. In th i s procedure, however, one loses

information about fluctuations, and ore essential ly simulates the evolution

of a phase-space dis t r ibut ion function f (x ,v , t ) according to the Vlasov

equation. Adding random (inelast ic) scattering using the free nucleon-

nucleon cross-section with Pauli-blocking on the final s t a t e s , a col l i s ion

term is effectively included into this kinet ic equation. This approach has

been dubbed "Vlasov-Uehling-UhlenbeJc (VUU;11 simulation, although the name

• Vlasov-Boltzmann-Nordhein)8 equation is h is tor ica l ly more appropriate.

• Hydrodynamics is recovered from this equation by taking low-order moments in

momentum space and inserting the local equilibrium Bose-Elnstein or Fermi-

Dirac distr ibut ions for the phase-space dis t r ibut ion functions.

In my talk I will focus on this kinet ic theory approach to non-equilibrium

dynamics, i t s extension to include the dynamics of color degrees of freedom

when applied to the quark-gluon plasma, i t s quantum field theoret ical founda-

t ions , and i t s relationship to both the par t i c le formation stage at the very

beginning of the nuclear col l is ion and the hydrodynamic stage at l a te col l i s ion

times. I wil l discuss i t s usefulness to obtain the transport coefficients in

the quark-gluon plasma and to derive the col lect ive mode spectrun and dampinq

rates in this phase. I will conrsnt on the general d i f f icul ty to find appro-

p r i a t e i n i t i a l conditions to get the k inet ic theory s ta r ted , but also show a

specif ic model which demonstrates that , once given such i n i t i a l conditions, we

actually can follow the system a l l the way through into the hydrodynamical

regime. In other words, we are at the verge of being able to compute plasma

signatures l ike , say, lepton-pair spectra with non-equilibrium quark and gluon

dis t r ibut ion functions as an Input9.

2. A SHORT INTRODUCTION TO KINETIC THEORX

2.1 Classical Kinetic Theory

Hie object of k inet ic theory is the phase-space d i s t r ibu t ion function

f (x ,p , t ) or, in oovariant notation, f(x,p) with 4-vectors xM and p v . Class i -

cal ly , f(x,p) is only non-vanishing on mass-shell, po = /Jp + nr , a condition

ensured by a 6-function 6(p - m2) in the lorentz invariant momentum space in -

tegration measure. The equation of motion for f(x,p) (kinetic equation) wi l l

drive the dis t r ibut ion function towards i t s local equilibrium form:

£eq(x,p> = V{exp[p<x)(pMii (X) - , .(x))] t i | . (1)

Here 0(x) i s the inverse local tenperature, M(X> the local chemical po ten t ia l ,

u,i(x) the 4-vector describing the average local flow of na t te r , and the upper

(lower) sign i s for bosons (fermions). In the local res t fane (where u(x)=Q)

eq. (1) reduces to the well-known Bose-Einstein (Fermi-Oirac) d is t r ibu t ions .

Non-relat ivis t ical ly the k inet ic equation takes the form

df _ 3f dx ± . dp
Ht = Ft + 3 t " " + clt col l

(2)

with Of / a t l co i i describing the twa-body co l l i s ions . The left-hand sid3

describes the change in f (x ,p , t ) due to phase-space flow. Substituting for



dp/dt the Newtonian foroa in terms oC the gradient of a mean field potential
-vu(r) brings the left hand side, into the typical form of a Vlasov-eguation.
Assuming for the collision term the form invented by Boltzmann and Nordheim,
eq. (2) finally reads

7f - TO • - / dp2dp;dp2/(2n)3

* 1 V)2 6(pi+p2-I'l-P2)[K2(1ifl)(1if l2) - f If 2< 1 ±f) ( Uf 2 ) ] . [3)

The main physical ingredients are the two-body cross section o and the mean
field 7U, to be selfconsistently calculated from, say, a Poisson equation
4U ^ 4np = / f dp/2n2. Extracting from the right hand side of eq. (3) those
distribution functions which are not integrated over, the collision term takes
the fonn of a master equation

coll " f ± f) r g a i n (4)

The factor (1 ± f) in front of the gain term acounts for the Pauli suppression

(Bose enhancement) if the cell (x,p) is already occupied. The gain and loss

rates rqain, r^gg are, of course, space and momentum dependent. In local

equilibrium the collision term vanishes, such that there

(5)

(6)

(7)

(6)

p) ? rgain(x,P) ^'"'P'-

Defining an energy dependent equilibration rate

r = r l o s s ? r g a i n = 1A O .

the collision term near equilibrium takes on the relaxation time form

£ | + v • ?f - TO • Vpf = -<f - feglAo .

In relativistic notation (multiply through by E/m) we get

gf = x^ â f + p,, a£f = - p.U(x) (f-f

Now the only remaining step is to substitute the relativistic equations of

motion m? » p^ and, say, for a charged particle in an electromagnetic field

the lorentz force law m?1* = e F^Py, and we have the relativistic kinetic

equation for an electron plasma:

+ e F^Jx) - p-u(x) (9)

The mean electromagnetic field is determined by (dP denotes the nnmontum space

inteyration measure)

e jv(x) = e/ pv f(x,pi<:F . (10 )

If we want to apply this formalism, in particular eqs. (9,10), to the quark-
gluon plasma, a slight complication occurs: the color charge on the quarks and
gluons is not a constant; i t changes with every interaction with the mean color
field which carries color itself and can exchange i t with the part ic les .
Therefore, the color charge has to be considered as a dynamical variable l ike
the particle momentum. Describing the eight coupling strengths of the particle
to the eight color romponents d F ^ by an B-dimensional vector gQ (g is the
strong coupling constant), the colored particle distribution function f(x,p,Q)
now lives in a larger color phase space, and eq. (8) has to be amended by a
term Qa^f on the left hand side. Substituting the classical equation of
notion10 for 6 in the mean color field F ^ l x ) , and generalizing the Lorentz
force law for p^, we obtain l instead of eq. (9)

P" OM - gQaFjLwBp " 9fabcaS(«)QCBQ) £ = - p-u(x)(f-feq)A0 • <">

The equation for the distribution function f of antiparticles (which in the QCD

plasma are as important as the particles) is analogous, except for a sign

change in the second term, due to the opposite sign in color charge. The self-

consistency equation is now the Yang-Hills equation,

£ " V {12)

where dQ is the integration measure in color space and contains two 6-functions
6(Q " q0) GfdabcQ^kS0 " ^i) fixing the Casimir invariants of thi. color repre-

sentation of the colored par t ic les 1 1 . (This is analogous to the mass-shell

6-function in momentum space.)

2.2 Quantum Kinetic Theory

The quantum analogue of the phase space distribution function is the Wigner
function or expectation value of the Wigner jperator, which for quarks is
defined by

(13)

The appearance of the covariant derivative Pn •> a/Bx - i(g/^)[^aA a»-] ( i f *3"
joint Dj acts to the left) makes this expression gauge invariant and, through
Weyl's correspondence principle (see, e.g. , fef. 12), t e l l s us that the argu-
ment p of F is the kinetic (rather than the canonical) momentum p11 » mx11 (as



i t should be, at least in the classical limit), The gauge invariance is irost
easily proven by using the identity13

= p / .Mx-y/2) (14)

where the path from x-y/2 to x in ths path ordered product is a straight line.
Inserting (14) and i ts adjoint into (13) leads to the form for F given some
time ago1"1 while at the same tune specifying the path to be linear. The gauge
Invariance of F then rel ies on the known gauge transformation properties of the
path ordered exponentials1 \

Using the Dirac equation for the quark field opetators, an exact equation
of motion for F was derived in Ref. 13. The result is very lengthy, and i t s
complete interpretation will require nuch more work. However, a semiclassical
expansion, keeping only the lowest order terms in nanentum derivatives of F and
commutators of F with the gluon field operators AjJXa, can be performed, and one
obtains

\ a , F(x,p)l F(x,p)) = C(x,p) (15)

The "collision term" C(x,p) contains al l higher order terms. Except for the
spin term ~a^v, this was already derived three years ago, and i t was shown ""
by decomposing (15) into i t s color and positive and negative frequency (par-
t ic le and antiparticle) conponents that the two lowest color moments of the
classical equations (11) are exactly recovered. Higher order color moments in
the quantum case are redundant and can be reduced to the singlet and octet mo-
ments by using the color algebra; this information is lost at the purely
classical level, but easily implement-d a posteriori by appropriately
truncating the color hierarchy11.

Whereas the classical kinetic theory for colored quarks can be said to stand
on solid quantum mechanical foundations, the quantum kinetic theory for gluons
has not yet been found. The problem l ies in the nature of the gluons as gauge
particle? and in their self-interaction, whicli makes the definition of a
quantum distribution function for gluons with the correct gauge transformation
properties a non-trivial task. S t i l l , whatever the quantum kinetic equation
will turn out to be, i t will have to reduce to eq. (11) (or i t s color moments)
in the classical limit.

While the semiclassical expansion leading to eq. (15) is essentially an
expansion in powers of "ft, i t is coupled with an expansion in the strong
coupling constant g through the covariant derivative. Thus, i t s range of

v a l i d i t y i s , to some ex ten t , governed by the smallness of g. In conventional

nuclear phys ics , we don ' t have such a small expansion parameter, and a l t e r -

na t ive expansion schemes for the quantum k i n e t i c theory are requi red . A new

truncat ion schane based on expanding the Wigner function in to moments of the

iiomentum operator was recent ly proposed in Ref. 15.

3. THE HYIWODYHAMIC CXWNBCTICN

3.1 Chromo-hydrodynamics

Using energy-momentum, baryon number, and color conservat ion by the two-body

collision term in the kine'-.ic equation, i t is straightforward to derive
macroscopic conservation laws for the baryon number current.

(16a)

(16b)

9)

the color current,

s f

and the energy momentum tensor.

by multiplying eq. (11) with the appropriate factors of p11 and Qg and inte-

grating over momentum and color space. In (16) we have included the gluon

contribution via a (classical) gluon distribution function g(x,p,Q) (which

solves an equation exactly like eq. (11)), and the sons go over quark flavors

and quark 3r& gluon spin directions. The conservation laws read11

0 ,

0 •

(17a)

(17b)

(17c)

where again A , F are the color mean fields in the systems. The second terms

in (17a,b,c) are the divergences of the color current and energy-momentum

carried by that mean field, so that in each case the sum of contributions from

the particles (eqs. (16)) and from the mean field is conserved, i.e. color and

energy-momentum can be exchanged between particles and field, but is not lost.

Inserting the local equilibrium form (1) for the distribution functions into

the noments (16), one finds the following decomposition in terns of the local

flow vector u (x):



u
with different proportionality constants for the different channels. Inserting

this into the expression for n, using a running value for as pararnetrized by

the OCD mass scale A, Danielewicz and Gyulassy16 studied the effect of snear

viscosity on a longitudinally hydrodynaraically expanding plasma.

100 t

• p *

100

Figure 2. (From Ref. 16) The shear viscosity n as a function of tenperature.
The shaded regions indicate for which range of temperatures the corrections to
longitudinal hydrodynamic expansion invalidate the Navier-Stokes approximation
at early times (TA»1) and at later times (TA=4), respectively.

As shown in Figure 2, unless the initial temperature is very high or one
restricts the (viscous) hydrodynamic description only to the later stages of
the expansion, the corrections to hydrodynamic flow from viscosity effects are
so large that the near-equilibrium expansion (19) does not make sense. In the
space-time region indicated by the shaded areas in Fig. 2, one has to resort to
a completely Kinetic description.

Finally, the oolor conductivity tensor o ^ was computed in Ref. 19. It is
diagonal in color and (in the local rest frame) in the space time indices:

"•• - uV)t 0B^ , (24)

(25)

with the plasma frequency Qp given by

4* + i [ C
However, in this case TO is not dominated by quark-quark and quark-gluon
scattering, but by pair creation processes. This will be discussed below in
Section 5, where we look at the damping rate for color perturbations. To our
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surprise '« will find a negative value of i0, indicating instability of the

color neutral equilibrium state and a tendency of the system to move towards a

new ground state in which local color structures are present.

4. FAR OFF-EQUILIBRIUM SITUATIONS AND INITIAL CCNDITIONS

In this section I borrow heavily from the talk by Rudi Hwa presented at the

Santa Fe meeting last week20. He pointed out that there are essentially two

ircdels for the primordial quark and gluon distribution in the literature, which

might become input candidates into a kinetic framework. In the

• String Model which was invented in connection with hadron production in e+e~

annihilation, the primary gj pair, while separating with the velocity of light,

(a)

Figure 3. Quark and gluon production in the string model (a) and the parton
model (b), schematically.

forms a string of color electric field (Fig. 4a), which then decays into

hadrons by producing additional qj and gluon pairs in the electric field from

the vacuum (Fig. 3a). In the

• Parton Model, successful in the description of deep inelastic ep collisions

ant!)-
;

X
_ « •

X A
^,sea

"—^s.

3 l
lue

.i . ,

(a)
X

(b)

Figure 4. (a) Color string formed in pp collisions; E denotes the color
electric field, Qo the charge at the end nf the string, (b) Schematic picture
of the x-distribution of partons inside a proton.



u
(see Pig. 3b), all the quarks and gluons are present inside the proton from the

beginning (although off-shell), described by distribution functions F(x,Q2),

(Fig. 4b), and only have to be brought on-shell in the collision.

Both of these models have been applied to po collisions, but with only par-

tial success. In both cases there were in particular problems with the shane

of the hadronic multiplicity distributions. A fundamental uncertainty of the

string model in pp and, even more so, in A + A collisions is the color charge

Qo one should put on the ends of the string (Fig. 4a). Furthermore, nucleons

contain sea quarks which can scatter and contribute further strings to the col-

lision process. In the parton model the non-trivial soft interactions between

partons may lead to cluster formation, thereby complicating the picture. In

any case, neither of these models gives a clear prediction for the initial

phase-space distribution of the quarks and gluons produced in nuclear colli-

sions, and even the space-tims history of particle production is not clear.

Much work is necessary before we will know definitely how to begin the thermal-

ization process, e.g. by using kinetic theory.

So far, two toy models have been played through. Hwa and Kajantie put the

partons inside the nucleons (with their experimentally known x-distributionsj

on mass-shell by hand and made direct contact with thermodynamics by fitting

the resulting x-dependent parton and energy densities with thermal distribu-

tions. By this approach they circumvented 'Jne need for kinetic theory. The

tine at which the fit was performed was determined by equatinq the time-depen-

dent ratio E'/P 1 = f(t) for the free-streaming partons with the thermodynamic

relation e/p = 3T, assuming the longitudinal scaling behavior T ~ i~ for the

temperature. The result for the equilibration time (which should be considered

a lower limit) is

xj, > 0.27 A~l/6 fm/c ,

with a corresponding initial temperature at equilibration of

Ti <_ 180 A l / 6 HeV .

(26)

(27)

This model could be improved by a more sophisticated matching condition,

inserting a kinetic stage between the initial parton distribution and the

hydrodynamic regime.

The other model3 is based on the string picture. It uses an Abelian version

of the color string between the struck nucleons and employs the Schwinger

mechanism to produce q3 pairs from the elctric field in the string. Thermali-

zation is achieved through a collision term parametrized with a constant relax-

ation time. Requiring boost-invariance of the solution in the direction of the

14

string, an analytical solution of the Boltztiann equation with a Schwinger

source term was obtained, neglecting, however, the acceleration of the produced

particles in the electric field. The resulting title dependence of the energy

density of the produced particles is shown in Fig. 5, as a function of the

ratio t a / t c where t c is the relaxation time from the coJ'.ision terra, and

i0 ~ Ej is the particle formation time which decreases with the in i t ia l

electric field strength. As shown in Fig. 5a, the energy density in i t ia l ly

increasjs due to particle creation, but then decreases due to longitudinal

expansion. It never exceeds-25% of the in i t ia l field energy density. Fig.

CM

CMO
0.3

0.2

0.1

io)

rJ

1

1

1

-

r<Ao_

\0.2
0 '

1

T/T0

Figure 5. Quark-antiquark energy density in units of tne in i t i a l e lectr ic
Held energy density (a), and scaled by a factor ( t / i c ) ' l / to compare with
hydrodynamic behavior (b), computed with the string model. (From Itef. 3)

curve labelled "Bjorken." For longitudinal hydrodynamic expansion the energy

density drops as t"1* ; this behavior is achieved in the model afte-ox ~ 10 r c ,

i .e . at times an order of magnitude larger than the collision time. Converse-

ly, extrapolating the energy density back from measured data, using the Bjorken

scaling curve, overestimates the energy density at to, the basic formation

time, by a factor 2 to 5. This is an interesting hint as to how one should

correct hydrodynamic estimates of the in i t ia l conditions (based on measured

part icle multiplicity densities) for pre-equilibrium phenomena.

This model can be improved by using the non-Abelian generalization of the

Schwinger source term22 to describe the color dependence of q j pair creation

and to include gluon production. Furthermore, acceleration of the particles by

the field can be accommodated by including the Vlasov terms in eq. (11). In

the constant field of the string, the equations can be sinplified by choosing a

gauge where the electric field has only a=3 and a=8 components22. The appro-



priate version of the kinetic equations with a Schwinger-type source term is

given in ny Santa Fe talk23. They are presently being solved by M. Gyulassy et

al.21*. A solution neglecting the gluon contribution and the collision term for

thermalization was studied by Bialas and Czyz25. They found that the accelera-

tion of the particles by the color electric Eield leads to collective color

oscillations which are slowly damped by qq pair creation.

5. DOLOR OSCILLATIONS AND ODLOR EQUILIBRATION

The color kinetic equations (11,12) can be used to determine the color re-

sponse of a quark-gluon plasma to an external perturbation 9|2 . The calcula-

tion is easiest for perturbations of a global equilibrium state. One solves

the momentum space version of eq. (11) in linear response approximation for the

change in the distribution function induced by the perturbation, inserts the

result in the expression (16b) for the color currents, and computes from eq.

(12) (again in linear approximation and momentum space) the induced color

field. The result takes the form

6AJ[(K,a) Ab,ext<K>Q> (28)

where R̂ ,v is the (causal) color response function. It is diagonal in color,
and the Lorentz tensor can be separated into its longitudinal and transverse
contributions by using appropriate projection operators 19

<* " \W>> I^plK.D)
(29)

Both Hj, and R^ depend only on the ratio of Q/K where Q aid K are the frequency

and momentum of the perturbation in the plasma rest frame. For massless quarks

they are easily computed analytically, or integrated numerically for massive

quarks. The poles in (29) determine the dispersion relation for collective

color oscillations. They are shown in Figure 6. Both the longitudinal and

transverse modes start at the plasma frequency Q , eq. (25). It turns out that

the (massless) quarks dominate the dispersion relation and are responsible for

the fact that the longitudinal dispersion relation always stays timelike, and

never crosses the line Q = fc as expected from experience with electron-ion

plasmas. As a consequence, if the collision term in eq. (11) is omitted, these

nodes turn out to be undamped; collisionless or landau damping, a mean field

effect and the dominant damping mechanism for longitudinal plasma waves in an

electron gas, is kinematically forbidden for timelike momenta and therefore ir-

relevant for both longitudinal and transverse colored plasma oscillations19'26.
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Figure 6. Dispersion relation for longitudinal (L) arrf transverse(T) colored
plasma oscillations. Parameters: g=2.0 (as=0.32); ro^d5110 >tsV' i%='50 HeV;
T=200 MeV. The effect of a baryonic chemical potential associated with u and d
quarks (dashed vs. solid lines) is minimal. (From Ref. 19)

However, plasmons witii timelike momenta can decay into qg" or gluon pairs.
In the elctron plasma such decays are usually forbidden because of the large
mass threshold, but here the gluons are massless, and even the quark masses can
be neglected relative to the plasiron frequency, due to the large temperature.
Because of the number of open channels and the Base enhancement factors, actu-
ally gluon pair decay is the dominant origin for an imaginary part to the fre-
quency. It can be confuted27 from the discontinuity across the cut o£ the
gauge loop contribution to the 1-loop qluon polarization operator, yielding in
Feynman gauge

(30)

This agrees in sign, but; not in magnitude with a result quoted in Ref. 29 in
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the sane gauge; however, there the vacuum contribution to the riecay rate
appears to have been omitted. In eq. 130) we attempted to interpret r as an
inverse relaxation tine ; however, it came cut with a negative sign! The CJ7
decay contributes a positive but smaller number so that the net result is s t i l l
negative. What went wrong?

Let us look at the dissipative part of the color response function as
directly confuted in finite temperature QCD3C« i t is related to the gluon
polarization operator by changing the Feynraan prescription for integration
around the poles in the loop propagator to the causal prescription, which keeps
only the retarded contributions. On the other hand, i t s longitudinal part
yields the color dielectric function31 '19:

Re 1 - • Be 1 - Re (31a)

Im E = - tanh Ira = - Im (31b)

Although the polarization tensor n^v is gauge dependent, the dielectric func-
tion e i s a physical quantity and should be gauge invariant. The longitudinal
color mode shows up as a peak in the imaginary part of e. The wiii-T of this
peak determines the imaginary part of the collective mode frequencr'. The sign
of Im e determines if the mode gets damped or blows up. More generally, for
any K and Q, the sign of Im e(K,2) shows whether the system is stable or un-
stable with respect to a (color) perturbation of frequency 0. and momentum K:
if Sn E > 0, the energy contained in the perturbation is absorbed and thermal-
ized by the medium, the perturbation is damped away. This is the case for the
electron plasma, as shown in the upper half of Fig. 7.

For T=̂ ) the imaginary part of e vanishes for spacelike momenta; at finite
tenperature the possibility to absorb quanta of the perturbation en the therm-
ally distributed electrons contributes an imaginary part also for spacelike
momenta. As indicated, at TaO dissipation of energy from the perturbation into
the medium peaks along the longitudinal collective mode.

In the case of a 033 plasma, however, the sign of Im e turns negative nearly
everywhere ' . The sign switch at TM) is easily identified; the imaginary
part stems from the logarithm in

(32)

where H is the OV cutoff. One sees that the same negative sign of the gauge

loop relative to the fermion loop that is responsible for asymptotic freedom in

QCD also is the culprit for the opposite sign of the imaginary part in QCD
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Figure 7. Sign of the imaginary part of the (color) dielectric function in QED
and QCD at zero and finite temperature. Im E peaks along the longitudinal
collective mode as indicated.

compared to QED (where only the term ~ 2N~ is present). Finite temperature
effects do not cure this "Wong" sign of Im c, but rather "enhance" i t because
now there occurs a strong negative peak along the longitudinal collective
mode. Only a small region of spacelike momenta with K < 0(T) i s stable. (In

19
this regies, the classical kinetic calculation leading to eq. (29) i s r e l i -
able, and the sign in Fig. 7 agrees with that calculation, leading to the well-
known effect of Landau damping.) Everywhere else the negative sign of Ira e
indicates that the system spontaneously radiates energy33, i . e . i t is intr in-
sically unstable, not just along the collective mode, but there particularly
so. The decay of the longitudinal collective color mode into glucr. pairs is
the doorway channel towards a new ground s ta te . (Note that a good analogy to
this situation is given by a laser, whose unstable in i t i a l configuration of in-
verted population of atomic states is also described by a dielectr ic function
with a negative imaginary part .)
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The fact that the instability is independent of temperature and does rot

appear to be affected by color deconfinement and the screeninq of color

electric fields at high T (nor by- the smallness of the coupling constant)

suggests a problem in the color magnetic sector. Indeed, at T=0 it is known

that the perturbative vacuum is unstable against spontaneously developing a

constant color magnetic field31*. Although the minimum in the effective

potential at a nonvanishing value for B evaporates at large temperature35/ this

does not imply restoration of the perturbative vacuum: the effective potential

in a magnetic background field has an imaginary part due to unstable nodes, and

these modes are not stabilized at finite T 3 7. At T=0 they were shown to lead to

a complicated structure of electric vortex lines or magnetic flux tubes in the

QCD vacuum36, yielding the so-called "spaghetti vacuum" of the ifopenhagen

group. This spaghetti vacuum was argued to have a lower energy than the per-

turbative one even at finite temperature37.

I suggest that the same unstable modes are responsible for our negative sign

of the dielectric function in QCD: they correspond to imaginary energy eigen-

values36 which implies that the QCD Hamiltonian is not Hermitean in the Fock

space which includes the perturbative vacuum. As a consequence, the Lehmann

representation19 for Im e is not required to be positive definite since it sums

over all states including the unstable vacuum state: Matrix elements

connecting to this state do not fulfill the relationship Hf^ = M ^ , explaining

how Im E ~ I <n|Hlm><m|H|n> * I |<n|M|m>|2 can become negative in QCD.
n,m ' ' ' ' n,m ' ' ' '

According to this analysis, the wrong sign in the damping rate for collect-

ive color oscillations and in the relaxation time for the collision term re-

sponsible for color conduction is due to an expansion around the wrong vacuum

state. The quark-gluon plasma never attempts co reach a locally color neutral

state of thermally distributed quarks and gluons in an otherwise empty vacuum.

Bather, the vacuum itself has local color structure38, even at arbitrarily high

tenperature. As a consequence, the physical degrees of freedom in the plasma

will not be free quarks and gl'ions, but "quasiquarks" and '^quasigluons" which

are dressed according to the interaction of the free particles with the struc-

tures vacuum. This explains the so far unsurmounted difficulties with pertur-

baticn theory in finite temperature QCO39, which can only be expected to be

cured once the correct spectrum of quasiparticles has been found. Then the ki-

netic theory should be reformulated on the basis of these effective degrees of

freedom, if we ever hope to use it for a description of the approach to local

thermal equilibrium.
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6. SUMMARY

The first steps towards a non-equilibriun description of the quark-gluon

plasma dynamics have been made. We have learned how to adapt kinetic theory to

a relativistic system with non-Ab»lian interactions, in particular how to treat

the color degrees of freedom. Tne connection between a pre-equilibrium de-

scription at an early stage and hydrodynamics at later times has been thorough-

ly investigated and, given some typical relaxation times, transport corrections

to ideal hydrodynamics have been computed. A major difficulty is still the de-

finition of initial conditions for the phase-space distribution function appro-

priate for relativistic heavy-ion collisions. Also the quantum theoretical

foundation of kinetic plasma theory, in particular of the gluon sector, needs

much more work. First applications of the classical kinetic framework to a

near-equilibrium quark-gluon plasma yielded as useful results the spectrum of

collective color modes in such a plasma. However, these modes turned out to be

unstable. Tnis instability was airgued to be due to a basic problem with our

conventional picture of the quark-gluon plasma as a thermal distribution of

weakly interacting particles in a perturbative vacuum: this state appears to

be unstable against developing local color structures.

On the one hand, this looks like an unfortunate setback, because we would

need to first compute the properties of the new, stable vacuum and its quasi-

particle spectrum, before kinetic theory can be reformulated in a sensible way

that is free frcm these instabilities. On the other hand, difficulties with

perturbation theory have indicated a need for this before, and that we stumble

at this point may be a blessing in disguise: we will be prompted to have a

very careful look at many existing calculations of plasma signatures (e.g.

lepton pair spectra, direct photons, etc.) which are based on this oversimpli-

fied picture. Also, we have to watch the results from lattice Monte Carlo

calculations with new eyes, in particular when we try to interpret the apparent

T*-behavior of the energy density seen above the deconfinement transition: if

not free quarks and gluons, what else can generate such a behavior? Can we

recognize color structures in the QCD vacuum below and above the transition

from the output of these calculations? How do they change with T and \i?

We see that as we grope our way towards describing the pre-equilibrium state

of quark matter in heavy-ion collision, the equilibrium state itself has become

the focus of our scrutiny again. Cbviously, interesting discoveries lie in

front of us!
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